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About This Software

As long as there is love and passion for life, there will be wonderful things happening.
This is a light interactive VR animated short film based on the way of storytelling. The story tells that the life of the Chef Lina
working in the noodle shop is boring and very depressed, but with the occurrence of a wonderful and love something, her life

has changed
Enter the city of the sky Floating Island tour of a dream to explore personally on the scene.

WeChat Public Number: 二毛动画

• Fallen petals lie in profusion of Floating Island
• Subdebutante tree boudoir

• Vivid small dancers
• Virtual reality version of “bad boss"
• Through the succulent plant jungle.

Friendly reminder:

1. when you play, you can walk freely in the mobile controller range, the need to pay attention to give yourself enough space of
action to avoid collision.
2. stand to watch better.
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3. experience class video, simple handle operation.
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Title: Dough
Genre: Animation & Modeling
Developer:
Ermao Animation
Publisher:
Ermao Animation
Release Date: 20 Mar, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: windows 10

Processor: Intel i7-6700

Memory: 32 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA： GeForce GTX 1080

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 3 GB available space

English,Simplified Chinese
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I really love supporting independent VR efforts, especially artistic ones, but this just isn't worth $11.99... maybe $1.99, but even
that would be a bit much for the content here. Really sad to have to request a refund on this one.

Zero interaction... 100% VR animated film... which would be fine, but the film isn't that great. The entire movie is 12 minutes
long and the storyline just isn't engaging. Additionally, the animation quality is choppy and the voice actor audio is of terrible
quality... it sounds like it was recorded on a cellphone from a bathroom stall. The music soundtrack seems to cut in and out
randomly and ends in hard cuts rather than transistioning nicely from piece to piece.

The one highlight is the main character and set designs... really cute with a lot of potential, but they're wasted on the poor
animation and delivery. None of the characters have any life or detail to their animation.

Devs... please put some polish on this and maybe I'll revisit. I'd love to fund your further efforts, but this doesn't show the
attention to detail that's going to be neccessary for you to succeed.. Wow,what a amazing animation!Although the end is
regrettable,I can almost feel the hostess made that two cute doughs in delight.It's very nice experience with its story line and
immersive experience in VR.Expect more fantastic opus.
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